


Lead Royalty
Foundation
Lead Royalty Foundation, an Unincorporated 508(C)(1)(A) FBO 

dedicated to uplifting humanity and helping fast track the path 

towards ascension & enlightenment by providing the most 

advanced time tested spiritual activations and trainings.

Providing a path towards enlightenment through spiritual 

development & sacraments. Uniting all backgrounds of race 

& religion, with golden keys for humanities ascension. 

Together we will lead the way as Royals. It is time to take back 

our power and step into the role as divine royals leading the 

way. Communing with the divine each day. We are dedicated to 

awakening souls through experiences, sacrament and love, to 

help raise the vibration of the collective.

 



Lead Royalty
Sacred Temples

LEAD ROYALTY FOUNDATION

Our mission is to inspire and empower humanity, as 

we build ancient futuristic mastery grounds to ignite 

important ancient teachings, galactic activations, and 

sacred earthly sacraments. Building lands and castles 

around the world to serve as lighthouses that help 

guide humanity & ignite the superhuman inside of you.

Inside of our Temple Grounds we have:

✔ An Immersive 5D Meditation Oasis 

✔ Amphitheater for Events & Teachings

✔ Sacred Ascension Library & Social Lounge





An Immersive 5D
Temple Experience

Activation grounds leading the way to our origins of being 

and our forgotten galactic history. Sharing the deepest truths 

of human activation and of our multidimensional reality.

Unified Ancient Mystery Teachings

Superhuman Activation Academy

Master the core of the academy and be in your full 

awareness & embodiment to achieve your greatest visions 

with ease and grace while unlocking your superpowers.
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Mastery Schools &
Ascension Training
Sharing the deepest truths of this creation in order 

to bring everyone back into their own power. To free 

& elevate humanity into the remembrance that each 

soul is creator, and here we guide you to be the 

controller to reach your vastest dreams at a rapid 

speed. Our focus is to give you the direct golden 

keys to activate and accelerate you to your greatest 

called mission and purpose of being. 

✔ Ascension Bootcamps & Sacred Retreats

✔ Powerful Activations Within Sacred Spaces

✔ Transmute, Transform & Transcend Today
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Sacred Libraries
Of Ascension

At our Lead Royalty Sacred Libraries we will bring together 

collections of the most powerful books, ancient texts, magical 

scrolls and forgotten knowledge within a magical setting designed 

to inspire your imagination to flourish as you immerse in wisdom.

✔ Immersive Reading & Daydreaming Spaces

✔ Ongoing Book Club at the temples & in Ascendia XR

✔ Vast Library of Sacred Texts, Manuscripts & Scrolls



An elevating stage, bringing together some of the 

most powerful life changing teachings, events, 

experiences and trainings designed to uplift your 

soul and level up your human experience. 

Showcasing some of the greatest teachers, guides 

and musicians to bring the highest level wisdom & 

music to our temples.

Amphitheater 
& Event Space

Offering weekly community services 

and regular guest speakers & trainings. 

Weekly Services & Trainings

Sacred music & sound healing, along with 

divine theatrical performances and shows.

Concerts & Performances
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Social Lounge 
& Organic Juice Bar
A place to socialize, connect and deepen into connection with 

our royal family. Enjoy high-vibrational refreshments within this 

harmonious lounge as you read a book from our sacred library 

or discuss your trainings and wisdom teachings as a group.

It's time to reclaim your birthright as a sovereign royal! Join our 

global tribe of awakened soul's who are taking back their power 

and choosing to live by divine universal law and lead royally.

Only high-vibrational organic 

nourishments for our temples.

Serving Organic Refreshments
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Serving Sacred
Sacraments

This creation has gifted us with different tools for communing with the 

divine and for activating our bodies, minds, and souls known as 

entheogens. With the main ones being NN-DMT "Spirit Molecule" & 

5-MEO-DMT "God Molecule". These sacraments are found in nature & 

within the body as well as within most living things. These gifts from the 

heavens can help provide assistance in the awakening of humanity.

✔ A Truly Life-Changing Experience

✔ Communion with Source Creator

✔ Accelerate Your Ascension Path

✔ Ceremonies, Retreats & Trainings



BUILDING A WEB OF 
INTERCONNECTED
TEMPLE GROUNDS



Thanks
Lead Royalty Foundation, an Unincorporated 508(C)(1)(A) FBO 

dedicated to uplifting humanity and helping fast track the 

path towards ascension & enlightenment by providing the 

most advanced and time tested treatments and trainings.

WWW.LEADROYALTY.ORG
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http://www.leadroyalty.org

